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FOR EVERYBODY WHO STRUGGLES TO LEARN!Clear, practical, science-based information and
advice for successful resultsOne in five American kids has difficulty reading. In Overcoming
Dyslexia, Dr. But they are not stupid or lazy. Sally Shaywitz, codirector of the Yale Center for the
analysis of Learning and Attention and a head in the new research into the way the brain works,
supplies the latest information about reading complications and proven, practical methods that,
along with effort and the proper help, can enable anyone to overcome them. Here are the tools
that parents and teachers need to help the dyslexic child, age by age, quality by grade, step-bystep.s self-esteem aqnd reveal his strengths--Stories of successful men and women who are
dyslexica list that can give your son or daughter a head start--Ways to raise and preserve a
child’s teacher--Exercises to greatly help children use the parts of the brain that control
reading--A 20-minute nightly home system to improve reading--The 150 most universal problem
phrases–--What dyslexia is usually and why some intelligent, gifted people read slowly and
painfully--How to identify dyslexia in preschoolers, schoolchildren, young adults, and
adults--How to find the best school and how to work productively with your child’
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Very Important Publication for Dyslexia This is the most important book you can purchase to
comprehend dyslexia. I make reference to these notes which book nearly every week to ensure I
stay on target on her behalf reading and writing education.! notes! notes!! I quickly purchased
the hard duplicate, and completely highlighted essential points, and took notes! We both paid
attention to the book inside our automobiles within a few months of hearing our child was
identified as having dyslexia. One thing that I refer to constantly is about 15 methods/exercises
this publication mentions to use. When you have a child or pupil with dyslexia, this reserve will
be very helpful. The costs could be rather high by the time you might or may not know for those
who have chosen the right help for Your son or daughter. Usually do not underestimate the help
this reserve can give even adult dyslexics! I'd heartily recommend this publication to anyone who
has a child that's getting reading a chore! It is the second semester right now and it has made a
difference to the next grader I am dealing with. She still has a way to go, but she can now read
and create! This is actually the foundational book to greatly help! A pal of mine also used the
book's recommendations without employing a tutor, (she tutored him herself as best she could)
but switched her son to a school that used dyslexia-accepted curriculum, with a skilled teacher
(as recommended by this reserve) and her son's reading jumped two grade amounts, from a
pre-1st grade level to entry third quality level in one year. Excellent, Necessary and ResearchBased Reading Resource As a mother or father of three kids with dyslexia (aka Auditory
Processing Disorder, aka Particular Language Impairment) this reserve is like the "bible" for
dyslexia. It really is well-researched and created in layman's language. Video game Changer for
Advocating for my Son A must browse for parents of struggling readers. Two Stars not a good
read Five Stars Very informative and helpful for parents and teachers Five Stars Great book and
info! I've loaned it out many times to various other parents who were searching for answers. My
granddaughter is certainly improving her reading fluency and is certainly increasing her self-selfconfidence. And that is based on science as well. How do I know? Just read this reserve.They
point out all the different areas of dyslexia and the emotional strategies for their well being
which is hugely important.What small information you acquire from the testers and teaching
facilities, it still leaves you nearly knowing if they are everything you child needs. Just a must
read. By doing so it has been a very useful book.Even though you are a grown-up who struggled
with reading, it can benefit you. Great book! As recommended in this book, we had our girl
tutored last summer three times a week by a skilled tutor who uses a dyslexia-approved
curriculum outlined in this book. The book helps one to understand dyslexia in more layman's
language than a lot of additional books and sites on the web. The author provides hands on
approach to helping the child, with word lists and mile markers /how to assess the child yourself
and to 'test' for specific age groups and grades. Our brains are not hard wired to learn, and while
most people pick it up over time with tolerance and support, there are some children for whom
this approach does not work, and that's who this reserve was written to greatly help.Decoding
words is what the foundation of the book is certainly and it can help with issues when put into
practice. Effective advocacy begins with an informed parent.Most of the places they advise you to
contact for guidance and help is not actually ideal for the most part because they are places that
charge and assess the child, still leaving one sort of hanging out there wondering how to proceed
anyway. Important Book Must read for each and every teacher and mother or father. It is an
award-winning school. Very informative I'm not really sure whether or not my 7 year older
granddaughter is dyslexic, but in the middle of 1st quality, she began to get help from a reading
professional at her school three times per week. Great book! Outcomes will definitely vary, but
my child has gone from underneath 5% in reading at her grade level (quite simply, she couldn't

browse) to the 60th percentile of her grade level (she can now read symptoms, menus,
directions, books). I give it four stars as it's suggestions and referrals for help are not really
helpful or extremely available for moderate incomes, which he hardly ever explained or ranked
them plus some of them are not even in business any longer. This is a great book. It had been
the textbook for a training course . I read some of it and listened to some of it.. This is an
excellent book. Although my granddaughter doesn't demonstrate all of the symptoms defined,
she will exhibit some. Our school already has used this book as the building blocks of it's unique
reading program for a number of years. I also found the audiobook version online, for an
extremely affordable price.. Must read if your son or daughter is struggling or simply because a
teacher! Dyslexia works in my family which book gave me so much information on how to see
signs of dyslexia, what to do, as well as expect a dyslexic child! I believe all elementary teachers
should browse it along with any mother or father with a struggling reader. It really helped me! I
have applied a whole lot of methods from the book, but it isn't a one size matches all
program,exactly like people. Full of information that's essential in .. Great Choice for Parents and
Educators A little dated but it provides a large amount of great info in an easy to comprehend
format Not the very best source for info We got the reserve because it came high recommended.
Make sure you read, talk about, and encourage. Filled with information that is essential in
understanding dyslexia and how to help the dyslexic student. My only disclaimer is certainly that
it can be extremely technical at occasions. This provides a blueprint for how exactly to recognize
and prevent your dyslexic kid from falling through the cracks. that is a well researched and well
crafted starting point. Really helps us understand what's going on in the dyslexic brain, how to
assist and provides tremendous hope.. Once we got it we noticed some of the info is outdated.
Still has some interesting things to consider and overall it was helpful. Easy to read Easy to follow
and has great information. And most significantly, it is based on science. However, if your son or
daughter or student provides been diagnosed then this a must have for your bookshelf. Do not
assume that your son or daughter's school district has systems set up to greatly help improve
his/her literacy; this is most often false. Parents have to train themselves how exactly to
advocate and what to advocate for; informational, helpful and hopeful guide This is an excellent
book and I purchased it to use in conjunction with Shaywitz's great movie on dyslexia.It is a
financial gamble you have to be willing to take. When she was young, she loved books. Beginning
1st grade, she did not want to learn at all. I have been implementing suggestions offered and
purchased many of the publication series recommended. I found this book to be thorough. It
had been the textbook for a program I required, but it's a great summary. She excels in math
and loves school in general, but I was scared she'd become so annoyed by her difficulty with
reading that she'd "turn off" to college. And trust me most problems learners have in college by
much are "reading" problems and the overwhelming problem is dyslexia (and various other
names other therapists use instead of the "D" word). We continued to check out this book's
recommendations all year. I first bought this publication when it came out in 2003 when my
child was diagnosed at age group 8.
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